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Objective:  To design a bioMEMS substrate that can apply and measure electromechanical forces in the differentiation of 
hESCs into CMs  
  
Hypothesis:  Organized electromechanical stimulation on a microscale that mimics the in vivo development environment 
will play a role in directing hESCs toward a CM fate.   
 
Clinical Relevance:  Ischemic heart disease is the number one cause of morbidity and mortality in the United States[1].  
Ischemic damage resulting from myocardial infarction is unable to regenerate in adult tissues.  Cardiomyoplasty has 
recently emerged as a promising methodology for cardiac repair by transplanting cells at the site of damage[2].  Specifically, 
the delivery of CMs, which constitute 70-80% of the adult myocardium, may restore tissue viability and function to the 
myocardium.  CMs derived from hESCs exhibit molecular, structural, electrophysiological and contractile properties 
similar to that of the nascent embryonic myocardium[3].  Human clinical trials of cardiomyoplasty have progressed forward 
with bone marrow stem cells (BMSC)[4, 5], skeletal myoblasts (SKM)[6], and endothelial progenitor cells (EPC)[7].  
Preliminary results have reported improved myocardial function, however, the exact mechanisms for this process are poorly 
understood.  Furthermore, other studies have challenged the ability of these adult stem cells to survive or engraft in the 
myocardium, suggesting these cells lack the ability to differentiate into functional cardiac cells and are not aptly 
conditioned to integrate into the existing architecture.  Thus, the successful derivation and characterization of hESC-derived 
CMs may open doors to the rapidly progressing field of therapeutic cell transplantation. 
 
Electromechanical Measurement: Microfabricated substrates can overcome the spatiotemporal resolution of traditional 
cell culture by enabling micrometer control over substrate composition and topology[8].  BioMEMS devices offer greater 
force resolution over other cell-measurement techniques, as well as active-sensing capability[9].  In the case of studying 
beating CMs, mechanical forces can be actively measured by micropatterning cell clusters called “embryoid bodies” (EBs) 
onto microscale sensors.  Microelectrode arrays have been used to measure the electrophysiology of mouse ESC-CMs, and 
reported values are in the range of 500—1500μV[10].  BioMEMS offers the ability to combine mechanical and electrical 
measurement techniques on a single platform and monitor these quantities over time.  Coupled characterization and 
imaging of CM precursors during proliferation on such a device could be used as a metric for assessing the range of forces 
that induce or maintain cardiac fate.   
 
Challenges of Device Design & Fabrication:   

• Characteristic size of CM precursors  
• Force generation within the range of electrical and mechanical limits of CMs 
• Coupled electrical stimulation and force sensing.   
• Measurement calibration 
• Efficient microelectrode-cell contact 
• Biocompatibility—materials selection, passivation during fabrication, and packaging 
• Integration into an active imaging platform 
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